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Paolo Salvadeo, general manager of Italian laser industry group El En, poses by
graffitis on the Ponte Vecchio medieval arch bridge over the Arno river in
Florence, Tuscany. — AFP photos

A tourist visits a Tatra Ice Temple at Hrebienok, High Tatras mountains resort in eastern Slovakia.

Tourists sledge in front of
Tatra Ice Temples at

Hrebienok, High Tatras moun-
tains resort in eastern

Slovakia. — AFP photos

A volunteer from the Beauty Angels (Angeli del Bello) environmental association, uses a powerful laser blaster to
remove a graffiti from the Ponte Vecchio medieval arch bridge over the Arno river in Florence, Tuscany.

Abeam of silver light erases scrawled black letters
on Florence’s historic Ponte Vecchio, as “Angels”
wielding a revolutionary new laser wage war on

graffiti in the UNESCO site. Gold glints in the windows
of the tiny jeweler boutiques that line the medieval
stone bridge, but it is the scribbled messages left by
tourists, and passionate declarations by would-be
Romeos, that catch the eye. “My big cat, I love you,”
reads one, while others feature interlocking hearts or
clumsily drawn flowers.

Now a team of volunteers in the Tuscan city dubbed
the “Angels of Beauty” is determined to restore famous
monuments to their former glory thanks to a latest-gener-
ation infrared wand, donated by Italian laser developer
El.En. Group. “The laser evaporates the graffiti, without
damaging the stone underneath,” Daniela Valentini, who
heads up the Angels’ team of cultural heritage restorers,
told AFP as she pointed the fiber laser’s beam at a
scrawled signature.

“Some graffiti is more difficult to remove, certain
colours like silver and red for example. And it also
depends how long it has been there and how porous the
stone is,” she said. There is a sizzle as a white “I was here”

message is burned off the grey stone by the 56-year old,
a professional restorer who dons protective glasses for
the painstaking task, as curious tourists stop to watch.

“We have cleaned up areas in at least 28 UNESCO
world heritage sites around the world,” said El.En general
manager Paolo Salvadeo. The lasers strip dirt from every-
thing from frescoes to statues and bronzes. The company,
which specializes in designing and manufacturing medical
and industrial lasers, has donated devices capable of
restoring artwork to museums around the world, including
the MOMA in New York and the Vatican.

Love-struck vandals
But the laser given to the Angels in Florence is the

first to be designed to strip graffiti away-and do so
quickly. It is still a relatively lengthy task: restorers using
the device, which has a market worth of some 70,000
euros, can take up to 20 minutes to clean a 10 centime-
ter square piece of wall. “The (common) technique of
sand-blasting always removes a tiny part of the surface
being treated... whereas the laser can restore monuments
in a city once home to great masters like Botticelli and
Michelangelo,” Salvadeo said.

Pensioner Roberto Lepri, 67, is on his second day as an
Angel. The former electrician, who was born just a stone’s
throw from the bridge, underwent special training to pre-
pare him for his new role as a graffiti-eraser. “We all need
to do what we can to stop the city being degraded by
spray paint. It’ll take time, but I have lots of that now,” he
said. The laser, which has also been tried at the Tuscan
city’s Galleria della Carrozze (Coaches Gallery), will be
the Angels’ weapon of choice wherever hooligans with
pens or spray cans strike.

An area of the bridge cleaned in January has already
been re-vandalized, a situation Valentini admits is “very
frustrating”. “I’d like the kids to see how long it takes
them to scribble their message, and then how much
time and energy it takes for us to remove them,” she
said. But Salvadeo is more sympathetic to those who
act foolishly because they are in love. “People fall for
someone, get a tattoo of their new love’s name, or graf-
fiti it on a wall. They then split up and their new partner
wants the tattoo or message gone. That’s where we
come in,” he said. —AFP

Ayoung nun breathes deeply as she peers
up at a statue of an angel bathed in softly
coloured light streaming through a church,

and as she exhales, you can see her breath.
Instead of wood or bricks and mortar, this chilly
house of worship perched among the snowy
peaks of Slovakia’s High Tatra Mountains has
been built from massive crystal-clear blocks of
ice. At 1,285 meters (4,200 feet) above sea level,
the ice replica of Saint Peter’s Basilica in Rome is
higher than any of Slovakia’s 4,158 churches,
more than half of them Roman Catholic. Although
it has not been consecrated, another visitor,
Zlatica Janakova from southern Slovakia, says it
feels like a real church. “It’s so good for your soul;
it provides you with tranquillity,” she whispers. 

“All of nature is inside and around this temple,”
she adds, gazing at the surrounding alpine vistas.
Englishman Martin, who declined to give his sur-
name, describes it as a “beautiful, religious place,
so peaceful and calm”. Since 2013, ice sculptors
have flocked to the Slovak Tatra mountain hamlet
of Hrebienok every winter to build a Tatra Ice
Temple, or scaled-down replica of a famous
church using only crystal-clear ice blocks. This
year, it’s an 11-metre (36-foot) tall version of the
16th-century Vatican basilica, complete with the
imposing two half-circle wings of Bernini’s colon-
nade.  A quarter of a million tourists last year took
the short funicular ride up the mountain to see the
ice replica of Barcelona’s soaring and intricate
Sagrada Familia.

Ice almighty 
A team of 16 sculptors from Slovakia, the

Czech Republic, Poland, Wales and the United
States worked 12 hours a day for a month to cre-
ate this year’s ice temple. On Sundays, the venue
vibrates with the sounds of sacred music con-

certs. “I’m glad to see people crossing themselves
and praying inside,” says Slovak chief sculptor
Adam Bakos. The interior boasts sculptures mod-
elled on the works of Italian masters side-by-side
with those of chamois, marmots and other wildlife
native to the High Tatras. “I gave them a free hand
with the decoration, so each artist added their
signature style to the sculptures,” Bakos said.

Slovak-Greek artist Achilleas Sdoukos
designed and produced stained-glass decorations
incorporated into the temple’s icy walls. The
building material, namely 1,880 ice blocks weigh-
ing a total of 225 tons, was imported from neigh-
boring Poland. “We tried different suppliers, from
the Netherlands, England, Norway and Hungary,
but Polish ice seemed to have the highest quality,

it really looks like glass if kept cold enough,” says
Rastislav Kromka, technical director of the Tatra
Ice Temple.

Challenging 
With an unusually warm winter threatening to

melt details on their sculpture, Bakos and his team
covered it with a geodesic dome, measuring 25
meters in diameter. They also installed refrigera-
tion units to ensure a bone-chilling minus 10
degrees Celsius (14 degrees Fahrenheit) to keep
the ice solid. “Cold wind was blowing in our faces
from the AC (air conditioning) all day long.  “It
was like a chopper ride in January. 

“Once we were done, I didn’t even want to
open the freezer at home anymore,” he jokes.
More than 15 carpenters helped sculptors with
the demanding task of stacking the ice blocks,
each weighing 125 kilograms (275 pounds). “It
took us more time to stack the blocks than to
carve them,” Bakos said.  “Ice is also an extremely
fragile material, you must be very gentle with it or
details tend to fall off. We used only water to glue

the pieces together,” he said.

Cool wedding 
Visiting the ice temple is free. It is funded by

the Tatra tourism organization, the transport and
construction ministry and other partners. Only
cold air and water are used to maintain the ice
church. “It is not only that visitors touch the walls
of the temple, they also breathe out warm air and
come in sipping hot tea,” Kromka said. When
winter is over, the ice structure is smashed to
pieces, the cooling system switched off and the
ice carried outside to melt on the ground.

Open annually from November until late April,

the ice temple is also becoming a hotspot for des-
tination weddings. “Here... we are perhaps the
closest to our spiritual selves and our respective
religions,” says Veronika Littvova, head of
tourism for the High Tatra region, much of which
is pristine and protected national parkland. She is
also convinced that ice temple weddings lead to
long, lucky unions. “Thanks to that huge amount
of ice, I believe that marriages entered into here
will be preserved and last forever.” — AFP

Algeria museum

vandalized

during protests 

Algeria’s oldest museum, home to some of
the country’s most valuable art, was van-
dalized during protests against President

Abdelaziz Bouteflika’s bid for a fifth term, the cul-
ture ministry said Saturday. “Criminals” took
advantage of thousands-strong demonstrations on
Friday to break into the National Museum of
Antiquities and Islamic Arts in Algiers, founded in
1897, the ministry said in a statement. “Part of the
museum was ransacked, objects stolen and admin-
istrative offices burned, as well as documents and
records being destroyed,” the ministry said.

Firefighters arrived promptly and prevented
the blaze from spreading, while police had man-
aged to retrieve a sabre dating from the time of
the Algerian resistance to the French conquest of
Algeria in the early 19th century, it said. Tens of
thousands protested across Algeria on Friday in
the biggest rallies yet against ailing Bouteflika’s
bid for a fifth term in April polls. The police fired
tear gas and stun grenades to disperse those
who tried to force their way through a police
cordon, but most demonstrators dispersed calmly
as darkness fell.

The ministry called the acts at the museum “a
crime against a historical heritage that covers
several important stages of Algerian popular his-
tory”. Founded during the French occupation of
Algeria, which lasted from 1830 to 1962, the
museum is one of the oldest in Africa and covers
over 2,500 years of history and art. Police had
not yet identified those responsible, the ministry
said, adding that security had been reinforced
Saturday and that “criminals” had already
attempted to enter the site during a previous
protest on March 1.

The museum lies at a major crossroads close
to the presidential palace in Algiers. The junction
was the scene of clashes Friday between young
protesters and police, while demonstrations else-
where in the city passed off in relative calm.

World’s first graffiti-busting 
laser helps Florence’s ‘Angels’

Slovakia’s ice church draws visitors closer to heavens’

‘All of nature is inside and 
around this temple’


